Environmental Management Division
Ft. Detrick Wildlife Management Hunting Program
Bow Hunting Area B – Deer
6 November 2020
Applicability: This document applies to all personnel on Ft. Detrick that have an active
access card and the appropriate Department of Natural Resources hunting license, deer
tags, and permits.
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FORT DETRICK DEER HUNTING – AREA B - 2020
Whitetail deer are the most common large North American land mammal. With their
muscular bodies, timid personality, acute hearing and their keen sense of smell,
whitetails are remarkable creatures. A whitetail reaches sexually maturity around a year
old. In general, during her first year of breeding, a female whitetail will give birth to just
one fawn. She will then have twin fawns for each remaining mating season. Thus
effectively can result in large population increases in short time unless the population is
controlled by predators or through other factors i.e. lethal removal.
The whitetail deer is a herbivore, and grazes on most obtainable plant foods. With their
diverse diet, they have been known to eat over 600 different plants. They love to eat
acorns, grasses, leaves, crops like soybeans and corn, berries, twigs, fungi, fruit, nuts,
legumes, bark, and clover. Based on deer populations and their impact on sustainable
habitat, wildlife researchers have found that if you have more than 15-20 deer per
square mile of good forest that the quality of habitat will be negatively impacted for
plants and other wildlife species. Based on this research, there should not be more than
10 deer in Area B in order to maintain a healthy relationship between the deer
population and sustainable habitat for deer and other wildlife.
When the deer to available habitat ratio is too high, deer damage to the habitat exceeds
the ability of the forest to recover and decline occurs. Deer will eat the most desirable
food items first which reduces the availability of the habitat to propagate leaving
undesirable vegetation (mostly invasive unpalatable plants) that have little to no value to
other wildlife. The constant browsing by deer reduces and can eliminate the forests
ability to repopulate itself with new sprouts and seedlings. A perfect example of this is
when desired vegetation in forest has no limbs or leaves below the 5 foot browsing level
and no desirable sapling trees can be seen. In addition bucks will also damage small
trees during the fall rutting season while rubbing their antlers. This damage can be so
severe that it can girdle a tree resulting in the tree’s death. With large deer populations,
required reforestation efforts costing thousands of dollars can be unproductive due to
deer feeding on the newly planted trees. Deer will eat the young succulent foliage and
branches which can damage the tree to the point of killing it.
Deer Damage Management Techniques
Regulated Hunting - The key to controlling deer numbers is to harvest antlerless deer,
especially does. Maryland’s regulated hunting seasons and bag limits encourage the
harvest of antlerless deer. Special antlerless deer hunting seasons have been
established to increase the harvest of female deer in areas of the state where the deer
herd needs to be reduced. Bow hunting can be used to take deer in developed areas,
and has been used in some suburban areas with success. Crossbows are legal hunting
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devices in Maryland. The main drawback to using only this method of control is that the
reduction of deer population is limited by the number of hunters, areas where hunting
can be conducted safely and the time available during the normal hunting season.
Managed Hunting - Managed or controlled hunting is a highly organized effort aimed at
reducing the local deer population. These hunts are strictly controlled and remain a
safe, effective method of reducing the local deer herd. As with all of the lethal deer
management techniques, emphasis is placed on removing antlerless deer. Similar to
regulated hunting, the main drawback to using only this method of control is that the
reduction of deer population is limited by the number of hunters, areas where hunting
can be conducted safely and the time available during the hunting season. In addition,
any derivations from the Maryland hunting regulations will require approval through a
Nation Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) approval process and have Maryland DNR
approval.
Deer Cooperators - Deer Cooperators are businesses that provide deer control
assistance. They are licensed by DNR to use non-lethal and lethal deer management
techniques to help resolve deer problems. An example of this is utilizing USDA deer
management hunts. Sharpshooters using rifles with night scopes and silencers reduce
the deer herd in significant numbers in a short period of time. The deer are either
processed for the meat which can be donated to a local food bank or sent for disposal.
On Fort Detrick, NEPA documentation and DNR approval are required for the services
of a Deer Cooperator. Once a significant reduction is achieved, regulated or managed
hunting can be utilized in appropriate areas to maintain the reduced herd.
On Fort Detrick Area B there is currently an overabundance of deer for the limited area
and natural habitats available (est. .62 square miles / ca. 400 acres). In the most recent
past years, Ft. Detrick has undergone a major construction project (Solar Array Project)
on Areas B which has resulted in critical habitat loss for wildlife, especially deer. The
Solar Array project consist of approximately 68 acres which was subdivided into smaller
units of a few acres each. Each subunit of the project is enclosed by a 6 ft. security
fence to exclude unauthorized personnel and deer from entering the solar array
property. In addition to the exclusion of the solar farm, other areas are also secured by
high fences (i.e., The American Chestnut Orchard; 4th Marine Division Marine Forces
Reserve; Air Force Medical Readiness Agency / SG4/TE (AFMRA); HF Radio Facility;
Flair Armory Facility) that restricts both personnel and large free ranging wildlife. The
restricted areas total approximately 96.5 acres of land, therefore, only approximately
290 acres of the 399 acres of Area B are available for the free ranging of deer and/or
other types of wildlife. At the same time, improvements to the outer security fence
stream crossings has increased the “captivity” of the herd on site. Visual counts by
Environmental Management Division personnel have observed up to 57 deer for one
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day in Area B and that number may not account for deer in areas not observable from a
vehicle.
The only programs to control deer numbers on Ft. Detrick’s property designated as
Areas B have been a limited recreational deer bow hunting program by Ft. Detrick
employees and USDA-APHIS sharpshooting efforts. Due to programmatic issues,
recreational deer bow hunting was halted on Area B for a few years; however, Ft.
Detrick Garrison personnel were granted permission to reinitiate a small scale bow
hunting program again in FY 15-16. As anticipated, the number of deer taken by the
recreational bow hunting programs proved to be insufficient to reduce the large, free
ranging deer population (50+) to a number which could be sustained by the available
habitat. To date, the USDA-APHIS sharp shooting removal of deer on Area B has been
the only deer population control strategy that has had a significant impacted on Area B’s
large deer population. Due to the curtailment of all hunting activities on Area B in recent
years, the herd has rebounded to over population levels (est. 60+, per ca. half square).
This over population has resulted in damage to reforestation efforts and the
exacerbation of “unpalatable” and undesirable invasive plant species found throughout
the various habits of Area B.
This policy was drafted to reestablish the recreation hunting on Area B to the extent
allowed under Maryland Regulated hunting program. Due to safety concerns,
recreational hunting is limited to bow and crossbow hunting only. The number of
available hunting areas is also limited to five with one hunter allowed per area. Due to
limited spaces, the attached policy also provides descriptions of how hunting requests
will be managed.
This policy will be updated each year to address changes in deer population and
management goals and any changes to hunting laws.
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Fort Detrick Deer Hunting Rules and Procedures
•

All Ft. Detrick general rules and regulations as well as Federal and State
wildlife laws are applicable on Ft. Detrick property. Fort Detrick hunting
regulations must meet and may exceed State wildlife laws unless specific
authorization has been received from the State or Federal agencies to waive
such regulations.

•

Compliance with Federal, MD Game Commission (MDC) and Fort Detrick
hunting rules and regulations is mandatory. Hunters shall comply with
direction of Fort Detrick Police and DPW Environmental Management
Division (EMD). Non-compliance with rules and regulations will result in the
loss of hunting privileges.

•

Only personnel with the proper Maryland hunting license, Fort Detrick
hunting permit, and a current Ft. Detrick access card with gate access to Ft.
Detrick Area B may hunt deer in designated areas only.

•

Hunters who harvest deer must follow the instructions printed on the tags
supplied with their license in accordance with Maryland State Wildlife Laws.

•

In order to harvest an antlered deer, individuals must use their MD antlered
deer tag.

•

Only authorized persons with a valid deer tag shall be permitted to carry a
weapon (longbow, compound-bow, crossbow) in hunting areas during bow
hunting seasons. Hunters who have used all of their tags shall not be
permitted to remain in the hunting area.

•

The Ft. Detrick hunting permit shall be maintained in possession at all times
by hunters while in the hunting area. State hunting licenses must be carried
in accordance with State game laws.

•

Area B, Frederick County, isn’t currently located in a Disease Management
Area for Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD); however, hunters are
encouraged to participate in any testing programs that the State of Maryland
may offer hunters prior to the consumption of the meat.

•

Hunter are encouraged to use tick repellent. Tick in this area are known to
carry Lyme disease and other tick borne illnesses.

•

The EMD Natural Resources Manager may extend or cancel the number of
deer hunting days if necessary to achieve harvest objectives.

•

Sunday hunting may be conducted in Area B as long as it is done in
accordance with MD state hunting regulations and seasons.

•

Failure for the hunter to abide by Fort Detrick Deer hunting rules and
procedures or the Maryland hunting laws will result in hunting privileges
being revoked.
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Permit Procedures:
•

ENCLOSURE 1 includes the hunting application procedures and application
forms. This appendix may be edited on a yearly basis to reflect changes in
applicable laws, application deadlines, required information in order to
obtain hunting privileges, and changes to the hunt schedule. Changes must
be consistent with planned target deer population, safety, security and
wildlife management laws, regulations and requirements.

General Requirements:
•

Hunters, whether armed or unarmed, may not pursue, chase, or disturb
wildlife in areas off limits to hunters. Hunting deer by "driving" is “prohibited”.

•

No person shall pick-up, remove, harm or harass any non-game or
protected wildlife or plant including but not limited to turtles, snakes, small
mammals, birds, plants or other wildlife or parts thereof without consent of
the EMD Natural Resources Manager.

•

Possession of alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs, or contraband items onto
to Area B is prohibited.

•

Littering is strictly prohibited, hunters are to leave no wastes other than field
dressed deer remains.

•

Disrespectful behavior toward Ft. Detrick personnel, other hunters and/or
volunteers may result in ejection from the hunting area during that hunt day
and immediate loss of hunting privileges and other action as appropriate.

•

No hunters will be allowed to enter the solar farm areas for any reason (i.e.,
retrieve arrows, deer, etc.) If a wounded deer enters a fenced solar farm
area, the hunter must report the event to the EMD during normal business
hours M-F. The EMD will make arrangements for the removal/disposal of
the deer.

•

No dogs may be used for any hunting purposes.

•

All hunting shall be done in a safe manner. Be aware of and alert for other
hunters and other personnel. Take only clear, safe shots. Do not shoot at
anything except white-tailed deer in a safe and clear line of fire.

•

Hunting may take place only from a tree stand and within the boundaries of
the assigned hunt site. Ground hunting and stalking deer is not permitted.
Special restrictions apply to hunt site 5 that designates where the stand
must be set up at. Hunting in the direction facing the installation boundary
fence is not permitted at site 5.

•

For safety hunters should carry a cell phone with the appropriate Ft. Detrick
emergency numbers.
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•

Primary security/safety communications, Fort Detrick Police 301-619-7114
and EMD [0800-1700 M-F] 301-619-0044.

•

Hunters are prohibited from taking photographs, video recordings, and
sound recordings from anywhere within Fort Detrick Area B.

•

No hunting will be authorized when maintenance or construction activities
are occurring in or near the approved hunting areas on Area B.

Hours of Hunting:
•

Hunting on Area B is limited to weekends during the normal Maryland
whitetail deer season. No shots shall be fired prior to ½ hour before official
sunrise or ½ hour after official sunset. All hunters shall end their hunting
activities and leave Area B by dusk.

•

Hunters who enter and/or remain in the hunting area outside of approved
hunting hours (unless searching for or field dressing a wounded/shot deer)
may have their hunting privileges revoked. Hunting dates and times can be
obtained by contacting the Fort Detrick Environmental Management Division
at 301-619-0044 M-F 0800-1700, and will also be posted at Area B
entrance.

•

Upon entry to Area B, the hunter must check in with the Fort Detrick Police
at 301-619-7114 AND the hunter must sign in at the hunting station located
on the fence line at the end of the entrance roadway.

•

The hunter is responsible to read any special instructions posted.

•

The first hunter onsite is responsible to raise the hunt in progress flag.

•

At the end of the hunting day, the hunter must sign out at the hunting station
AND notify the Fort Detrick Police at 301-619-7114.

•

The last hunter of the day signing out must lower the hunt in progress flag.

•

Failure to call the Fort Detrick Police OR not signing the check in sheet
when arriving or leaving will result in hunting privileges being revoked.
– No warning will be issued.

•

The EMD will maintain a listing of individuals that have had their hunting
privileges revoked and will provide the list to the Fort Detrick Police.

Bow Requirements:
•

All weapons (cross-bows, etc.,) will be unloaded during vehicle transport
and while waiting at their vehicle. All weapons shall remain unloaded during
transport to and from the hunt location, and will only be loaded when the
hunter is at the assigned hunt site and in the position intended to hunt from
(in a stand). A cocked crossbow without a bolt or arrow in the firing position
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is considered to be unloaded.
•

Hunting is restricted to devices lawful to use for hunting deer in Maryland
(longbow, compound-bow, and crossbow). Unauthorized weapons are
prohibited on Fort Detrick.

•

No weapons shall be left unattended (including in vehicles).

•

Long bows, recurve bows, compound bows, and crossbows. All arrows will
be carried in a quiver that totally encloses the razor sharp edges and points
of the broadheads. The quiver must be of a shatter-resistant material.

•

Arrows or bolts used for deer hunting must have a sharpened broadhead
with metal points and a minimum width of 7⁄8 of an inch.

•

The use of poisoned or explosive tipped arrows or bolts is not permitted.

•

Vertical Bow Regulations:

•

o

The vertical bow shall have a full draw and pull of 30 pounds or more
for deer hunting.

o

Draw locking devices are legal on all vertical bows for deer hunting.

o

Vertical bow release aids are permitted.

o

A crossbow is subject to the following restrictions.

Crossbow Regulations:
o

Use of a crossbow follows Maryland State Hunting Regulations

o

Must have a minimum draw of 75 pounds and a peak draw weight of
125 pounds.

o

A bolt must be equipped with a broadhead that has an outside
diameter or width of at least 7/8 inches with at least two cutting edges
on the same plane throughout the length of the cutting surface, and
shall not exceed three inches in length.

o

Scopes may be used in accordance with Maryland State Hunting
Regulations

o

All crossbows should have a working safety.

Tree Stands and Safety Requirements:
•

Tree stands may be set up beginning the Thursday before the hunt and
must be taken down by Tuesday following the hunt.

•

Non-climbing ladder type tree stands must be used to hunt on Area B. Tree
stands that screw into or will damage trees are not permitted.

•

Destroying, defacing, cutting, driving nails or spikes into, or otherwise
damaging any standing live tree, natural feature, or plant is prohibited.
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•

Stands must have the hunter's name and phone number permanently and
legibly written on or attached to the stand.

•

While climbing a tree, installing a tree stand, or while hunting from a tree
stand, hunters must use a fall-arrest system (full body harness) that is
manufactured to industry standards.

•

A minimum of 100 square inches of fluorescent orange material (e.g. orange
safety alert band) shall be displayed within 15 feet of a stand and be visible
in a 360 degree arc in addition to wearing orange.

•

All hunters shall wear a total of at least of 250 square inches of fluorescent
orange on the head, chest and back combined (e.g. orange cap and
coat/vest) visible 360 degrees at all times. Camouflage fluorescent orange
may satisfy the requirement if the total orange content is at least 250 square
inches.

Harvesting Deer:
•

All harvest of deer must be reported to the Maryland DNR and Fort Detrick
EMD at 301-619-0044. Hunters are responsible for notifying both parties.
The EMD should be notified within 24 business hours by calling 301-6190044 M-F 0800-1700.

•

Hunters shall field dress their harvested deer near their assigned hunting
site. Field dressing should be left in wooded area away from fence lines and
roadways visible to the public.

•

Hunters shall not go outside their designated hunting area unless tracking a
wounded deer.

•

Wounded deer leaving the hunters assigned hunting area will not be
perused into other hunting areas until all hunting in the immediately area is
terminated or (if possible) the adjacent hunter has been notified. Tracking of
wounded game after closing hours must have the approval of the EMD
Natural Resources Manager or designated representative and/or the Fort
Detrick Police officer on duty.

•

Deer that are mistakenly or illegally harvested shall be reported to Maryland
DNR in accordance with the current MD Game and Wildlife Code. In
addition, hunters shall report improper killing, taking, harvesting of all deer to
EMD personnel.

DEXTER NUNNALLY
Colonel, SC
Commanding
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Ft. Detrick Permit Application, Regulation and Procedures to
Bow Hunt Deer on Ft. Detrick Area B – 2020-2021
Eligibility: Anyone with a Ft. Detrick installation badge and works on the
installation is eligible to have their card coded and/or a temporary visitor pass
badge at the Ft. Detrick Visitor Center (Amber Drive) which will allow them to
have access to Area B. Exceptions may be granted by the Garrison Commander
upon written request. In addition to having an access card to Area B, all
applicants must hold a valid Maryland hunting license and appropriate deer tags.
Each eligible candidate must submit an application packet to the Fort
Detrick Environmental Management Office (Building 9255 Amber Drive)
containing:
• Completed hunt application form
• Signed covenant and not to sue and indemnity agreement
• Signed Ft. Detrick Hunt Rules
• Copy of hunting license
• Considerations for hunt site assignments
• Completion of proper access badge/card to enter Area B – Visitor Center
(Fort Detrick Police)
Hunt Application Packets can be obtained from the Fort Detrick Environmental
Management Office (Bldg. 9255 Amber Drive).
All Deer Hunt Applicants should review the following Maryland “Guides to
Hunting and Trapping” Websites:
How to Apply for a License (Order hunting or fishing license ONLINE)
Four convenient ways for you to purchase a license using COMPASS: Order Your
Hunting or Fishing License ONLINE
https://compass.dnr.maryland.gov/dnrcompassportal
Https://dnr.maryland.gov/pages/service_license.aspx
Maryland Guide to Hunting and Trapping:
http://www.eregulations.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/19MDHDLR5.pdf

•

•

Maryland Hunting Regulations:
http://www.eregulations.com/maryland/hunting/hunting-regulations/

Maryland Deer Seasons & Bag Limits
http://www.eregulations.com/maryland/hunting/deer-seasons-baglimits/

•

•

Maryland Hunting Licenses
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http://www.eregulations.com/maryland/hunting/hunting-licenses/
To check in your deer the following will be required:
County Code Number: Frederick - “10"
http://www.eregulations.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Deer-Turkey-CheckingForm.pdf
•
•
•
•
•

Your DNRid number:
The year of your birth in digits as it appears on your hunting license,
e.g., 1955:
The date of harvest:
The county code number for the place of harvest: (county code = 10)

Hunting Dates and Restrictions
Hunting is permitted on Saturdays and Sundays during the regular Maryland Deer
Season. Hunting during weekdays is not permitted. Hunting areas may also be
closed at any time due to safety or mission requirements.
Special Hunt – Antlered and Antlerless:
•

Maryland Deer Seasons & Bag Limits

http://www.eregulations.com/maryland/hunting/deer-seasons-baglimits/
Hunt Site Assignments:
Refer to Area B Site Map for deer hunting locations. Hunt site 1 will not be
utilized for the 2020 hunting season. One hunter will be designated to hunt at
each hunt site (2-5) as designated on the Area B map. Hunters must call 301619-0044 or email the EMD to request a hunting spot after 0900 on
Wednesday before each weekend. Requests received before 0900 will not
be honored. Hunters will hunt within a 50-yard radius of their designated site.
Hunt site(s) may be unavailable for safety, security, or any other reason at any
time during the season. If more hunters register to hunt on a given day than
there available sites, then the EMD personnel will select names and locations
using a lottery system. The EMD will notify the hunter and provide the Fort
Detrick Police the list of hunter names and hunting location assignments each
Thursday of the hunting season.
Hunting Security Procedures:
1) Upon entry to Area B, the hunter must check in with the Fort Detrick Police
at 301-619-7114 AND the hunter must sign in at the hunting station located
on the fence line at the end of the entrance roadway.
2) The hunter is responsible to read any special instructions posted.
3) The first hunter onsite is responsible to raise the hunt in progress flag.
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4) At the end of the hunting day, the hunter must sign out at the hunting
station AND notify the Fort Detrick Police at 301-619-7114.
5) The last hunter of the day signing out must lower the hunt in progress flag.
•

Failure to call the Fort Detrick Police OR not signing the check in
sheet when arriving or leaving will result in hunting privileges being
revoked. – No warning will be issued.

•

Hunter assigned to sites can access their sites by driving on established
road ways near the hunting site. Driving off of established Area B roads or
across open green spaces is prohibited due to landfill cap exclusion zones,
possible sink holes and/or large groundhog holes. Hunters need to be
cognizant of where they park their vehicles as to not impede normal road
ways. For security reasons, Fort Detrick Police personnel will be traveling
around Area B on the main roads to check security. Occasionally,
contractors, solar farm workers, and/or other Ft. Detrick personnel may
need to be in the area.

•

Hunters driving into Area B and parking near the hunt site(s) shall display a
data sheet / placard with their name, cell phone number, and the location of
their hunt site assignment. Placement should be readily visible to Fort
Detrick Police personnel. Most of the time this should be displayed on the
dash of the vehicle if possible or taped to the driver side of the vehicle.

Hunt Procedures: All Fort Detrick Deer Hunting Rules and Procedures must be
followed. Maryland Department of Natural Resources laws and regulations and Ft.
Detrick hunting permits will be strictly enforced and any violations of the requirements
will be cause to not permit the hunter permission to hunt on any property owned by Ft.
Detrick. Hunters will only be allowed assigned hunt sites unless granted permission
from Garrison EMD personnel to hunt a different site than the one assigned. Legal
hunting time is from one half hour before official sunrise until one half hour after official
sunset. Hunters must have a copy of their hunting licenses, stamps, and permits on
their person while in the field. Taking a shot will only occur while occupying a deer
stand. Hunting while on the ground is not permitted.
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Area B Site Map for
Deer Hunt Areas 15; Hunting outside
of these areas is
strictly prohibited.

Access road to
hunt area 5
Access road to
hunt area 1-4
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Enclosure 1
APPLICATION PACKET
BOW DEER HUNTING FT. DETRICK, AREA B
Each eligible candidate must submit an application packet to the Fort
Detrick Environmental Management Office (Building 9255 Amber Drive)
containing:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed hunt application form
Signed Ft. Detrick Hunt Rules
Signed covenant and not to sue and indemnity agreement
Copy of hunting license (Provide a copy of hunting license to the Fort
Detrick Environmental Management Office)
Consideration for hunt site assignment (Request Wednesday of each
hunting weekend)

Packet includes:
•

Request form “REQUEST FOR FORT DETRICK ACCESS CONTROL
VISITOR PASS” for Area B access needs to be processed at the Visitor
Center - Fort Detrick Police
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Fort Detrick Hunting Application
Return to
Fort Detrick DPW Environmental Management Division
9255 Amber Drive
301-619-0044
MD DNRid

Name (Last, First, MI)

Gender

Home Address

City

Certificate of Competency (hunter Safety
ID#)

Daytime Phone Number Cell phone Number

State

Indicate what hunting equipment will be used and confirm requirements. Circle
confirmation and leave non applicable questions blank.
Vertical bow will be used
The vertical bow has a full draw and pull of 30 pounds or more
Crossbow will be used

Zip

Confirm
Y / N
Y / N
Y / N

The crossbow has a draw of 75 pounds or more

Y / N

The crossbow has a working safety

Y / N

Arrows or bolts used for deer hunting must have a sharpened broadhead with metal
points and a minimum width of 7⁄8 of an inch.

Y / N

Certification:
I hereby certify that I have a completed a Hunter Safety Course and have obtained a valid
Maryland Department of Natural Resources Hunting License and appropriate tags. I also
certify that I have read, understand, and agree to comply with Ft. Detrick Deer Management
Hunt Rules.
Signature: _________________________________________
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Date: __________________

Covenant Not To Hold Harmless and Indemnity Clause
Ft. Detrick Deer Bow Hunting –Area B [2020-2021]

I, _________________________________________ am about to voluntarily
participate in the Fort Detrick, Area B, Deer Management Hunt as a hunter. In
consideration of my participation in this activity, I, on behalf of myself, my heirs,
administrators, executors, and assignees, make the following agreement. I agree that I
will forever hold harmless the U.S. Government, the Department of Defense, the U.S.
Army and Fort Detrick for any loss, damage, or injury to my person or property that
may occur as a result of taking a voluntary part in the deer hunt. I understand and
agree that I am assuming the risk of any personal injury or damage to personal
property that may result while participating in the deer hunt.
I also understand and agree that I may be held liable for any damage, loss, or injury to
United States Government property and/or third parties that may be caused by any of
my actions.
I also understand that nothing in this agreement shall be interpreted to affect my
individual rights under Maryland law or potential rights under the Federal Tort Claims
Act (FTCA).
Hunter Printed Name: ___________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________
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Ft. Detrick & Maryland Wildlife POCs

Environmental Management Division
Bldg. 9255, Amber Dr.
Ft. Detrick, MD 21702
Phone 301-619-0044

Fort Detrick Police (Provost Marshal Office)
1419 Sultan Dr.
Ft. Detrick, MD
301-619-7114
Visitor Center
9000 Amber Dr.
301-619-0103
Wildlife & Heritage Service Headquarters
Tawes State Office Building E-1
580 Taylor Ave.
Annapolis, MD 21401410-260-8540
Toll-free in Maryland: 1-877-620-8DNR, Ext. 8540
E-Mail: customerservice.dnr@maryland.gov
Deer Project Leader

Brian Eyler

Western Region Manager

Rande

(Allegany, Frederick,

Brown

Garrett and Washington

Maryland DNR - Wildlife and
Heritage Service
Indian Springs WMA
14038 Blairs Valley Road
Clear Spring, MD 21722

301-842-0332

MD DNR – Wildlife and Heritage
Service
12512 Pleasant Valley Rd
Flintstone MD 21530

301-777-2136

Wildlife & Heritage Service /
Maryland Department of Natural
Resources
11701 Mountain Road, N.E.
Flintstone, MD 21530

301-478-2314
(office)
301-777-9723
(fax)

Counties)
Assistant Deer Project
Leader/
Urban Deer Biologist

George
Timko
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Date/Time Received
_________/_______

SIGN UP SHEET – BOW HUNTING
Name: Last, First MI

MD DNRid

Hunt Site Assignments: Hunt site 1 will not be utilized for the 2020 hunting
season. One hunter will be designated to hunt at each hunt site (2-5) as
designated on the Area B map. Hunters must call 301-619-0044 or email
the EMD to request a hunting spot after 0900 on Wednesday before each
weekend. Requests received before 0900 will not be honored. Hunters
will hunt within a 50-yard radius of their designated site. Hunt site(s) may be
unavailable for safety, security, or any other reason at any time during the
season. If more hunters register to hunt on a given day than there available
sites, then the EMD personnel will select names and locations using a lottery
system. The EMD will notify the hunter and provide the Fort Detrick Police the
list of hunter names and hunting location assignments each Thursday of the
hunting season.

Hunting Area Requested:
1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

4th Choice

Assigned (EMD Only)

Area B Site Map for
Deer Hunt Areas 15; Hunting outside
of these areas is
strictly prohibited.

Access road to
hunt area 5
Access road to
hunt area 1-4
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